### Mandel School Research Centers

#### Begun Center for Violence Prevention, Research, and Education

**Faculty:** Daniel Flannery (Director), Mark Singer, David Hussey, Mark Fleisher, Jeff Kretschmar (Managing Director), Fred Butcher, Rachel Lovell

**Administrative Manager:** Kristen Boyer  
**Communication & Events:** Samantha Cocco

**Research Assistants:** Joanna Klingenstein, Anya Nazarenko, David Rinderle, Emily Szymanski  
**Research Data Manager:** Ryan McMaster

**Senior Research Associates:** Bobbi Beale, Karen Flynn, Michelle Riske-Morris, Richard Shepler, Chris Stormann, Rodney Thomas, Jane Timmons Mitchell

**Research Associates:** Ashley Bukach, Ed Dabkowski, Vaishali Deo, Sarah Fulton, Angela Kavadas, Chase Klingenstein, Junghyae Lee, Katherine Lewis, Margaret McGuire, Laura Overman, Danielle Sabo, Tiffany Walker, Jay Youngless

**Post-Doctoral Scholar:** Ivette Noriega

#### CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE PRACTICES (CIP)

**Managing Director:** Richard Shepler  
**Senior Trainer/Consultant:** Bobbi Beale  
**Trainers/Consultants:** Renne Dragomir, Michael Fox, Maureen Kishna, Kimberlyn Meyer, Pamela Mitterling  
**Administrative Coordinator:** Pat Martin

**Center on Urban Poverty and Community Development**

**Faculty:** Claudia Coulton (Co-Director), Rob Fischer (Co-Director), David Crampton, Mark Chupp, Francisca Richter, Elizabeth Anthony

**Senior Research Associate:** Meghan Salas Atwell  
**Research Associates:** JP Graulty, Michael Henderson, Heather Lenz, Mike Schramm, Stephen Steh, April Urban  
**Coordinator:** Xinyuan Cui, (CIN); Alena Sorensen

**Analyst Programmer:** Tsui Chan  
**Department Administrator:** Elisabeth Welter

#### CENTER FOR EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES (CEBP)

**Managing Director:** Richard Kruzynski  
**Associate Managing Director:** Deborah Myers  
**Director, Evaluation Services:**  
**Training & Consulting:** Jeremy Evenden, Scott Gerhard, Heather Hoffman, Stephanie Lagalo, Deana Leber - George, Steven Shober  
**Implementation Project Coordinator:** Caitlin Proctor-Frazier  
**Administrator:** Crystal Smith

**Center on Trauma & Adversity**

**Faculty:** Megan Holmes (Co-Director), Jennifer King (Co-Director), Marjorie Edguer, Victor Groza, Amy Korsch Williams, Sonia Minnes, Krystle Tossone, Laura Voith

**Senior Research Associates:** Margaret Baughman-Sladky

**Research Assistant:** Erin Hanrahan

**MSASS Research:** Karen Ishler (Senior Research Associate)

#### National Initiative on Mixed Income Communities

**Faculty:** Mark Joseph (Director), Alex Curley, Amy Khare

**Research Associates:** Taryn Gress, Sherise McKinney, Rick Rodems, Deborah Wilber

**Department Administrator:** Diane Shoemaker  
**Department Assistant:** Dawn Ellis